
In Music lessons this week, students
learned all about Indian music with
Mr Will to further broaden their
knowledge of Indian culture and
Diwali celebrations.

Music

Digital stories

This week, the SIH community learned all
about Diwali! Diwali (in Hindi) or Deepavali (in
Tamil) is the Hindu “festival of lights” which
celebrates the New Year. It is a five-day festival
that Hindus, Sikhs and other religions celebrate
all over the world. It is known as the festival of
lights because during Diwali people light many
small clay lamps called "diyas" around their
homes, shops and in public places. These
lamps are also thought to invite good luck and
riches from the Hindu Goddess Lakshmi and
the God Ganesh, who represent good luck. 

This week, our youngest learners enjoyed
celebrating Diwali. Early Years and Year 1
students further built on their knowledge of
shapes by creating their own Rangoli patterns.
Students also created their own henna designs
and lanterns to mark this celebration. Well
done everyone! 
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Diwali celebrations

Students also made use of their IT skills to
create their own digital stories of Diwali
and also used their knowledge of Diwali
to take part in a Diwali themed digital
escape room challenge and a scavenger
hunt! 



Art
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In Art lessons this week,
students learned all about
Indian art and culture with
Mr Michael and created
designs that represent
Indian culture.

Rangoli

During Diwali, People make
rangolis to welcome their
families and friends. A rangoli is
a colourful design using
materials such as coloured rice,
flour and flower petals. It is
made on the floor near the front
of a house to welcome guests.
Students created their own
coloured rice and sand and
made rangoli patterns.

Travel, pick and create. This is what Year 4 has been doing
during this week. In our IPC lessons, students have created
their own dinosaurs while in English lessons they have
been describing their appearance and sorting them into
paragraphs. In our ICT lessons, students were challenged
to pick any country and make a short presentation about
it. At the end of the week, some delicious Diwali cookies
have been made at home and shared with the rest of the
class.

Year 4



In our IPC research on Extreme Survivors, we have been
studying how plants and animals adapt to survive in
extreme habitats. After looking into the deep ocean last
week, we turned our vision up high in the mountains, to
see what animals can live above the tree line, and how
they can adapt to the cold, the harsh winds, and the thin
air up there. Among the animals we studied were the
Bearded vulture, the Tibetan sand fox, the Brown bear
and the Himalayan marmot.
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Year 6 - IPC

Yet again year nine have excelled in the
graphic design project in art and design. It
has been remarkable to see students
produce work of IGCSE standard on a
regular basis. Their ability to apply tone,
line, and shape within the Black Panther
homework task is exceptional.

Year 9- Art

This year Cambridge International Education is introducing a new,
updated Science curriculum for Years 7, 8 and 9. This will be rolled
out over the next two years starting with Year 7. Many of the new
topics are centred around our planet and working and thinking
scientifically.  Also, some of the more difficult topics are being
introduced in Year 7 such as atomic structure and electricity to make
these topics more accessible in later years.  Overall, you can be
assured that our students are getting the most modern and up to
date access to modern Science in our ever changing world where
Science is more important than ever.

Year 7/8/9 - Science
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We have been making dinosaur
cookies this week it looks like we have
some future chefs in year 3!

Year 3 -Bake Off Challenge

Popcorn reading: Year 11 & 12 students started reading the novel, Life of Pi
by Yann Martel this half term. The novel is about a young man who
survives a disaster at sea and is hurled into an epic journey of adventure
and self discovery. We take in turns reading aloud from the novel and
although the vocabulary is ambitious and highly challenging, EVERY
student has taken on their turn with great enthusiasm and willingness to
participate. The content of the novel has also prompted some fantastic
debates and shared viewpoints, demonstrating empathy and respect
within our classroom. Well done Year 11 & 12 - you are making me very
proud indeed! Ms Zoe

Year 11/12 English

For IPC Year 1 have been learning
about 'people of the past', they
researched a person of their choice
and then recorded the information. 

Year 1 - IPC

I just wanted to call out 1 EAL star from Primary and 1 from Secondary. For
Primary, Sun (Year 4) had a great week, especially in reading and
pronunciation. There were some words that at the start of the class he didn't
know, but through repetition (during which pronunciation got progressively
better) he could read the words within a story by the end of the class. For
secondary, G-aun (Year 10) was fantastic, especially at speaking. She was
actively involved in each exercise but above that was debating and adding
reasons to why she held certain opinions which shows a real willingness to
practice. Great work Sun and G-aun :)

EAL - Stars - Sun (Yr4) and G-Aun (Yr 10)
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Halloween Competition Winners

We had some very scary and very creative entries for the halloween competition
this year.  The categories were, Scariest makeup, Scariest costume and Most
original costume.  Mr Michael had a hard time choosing the winners but the
following were chosen.  Congratulations to everyone for putting in so much
effort.
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Training - Covid-19 Rules and Regulations

This week SIH held both a staff training event and a parent
meeting to go through the guidelines and rules which the
school will be following when we reopen our doors.  Lots of
relevant questions were asked about health and safety and
all guidelines were given in both English and Thai to ensure
everyone understood the process.  This week staff have
been busy preparing the school classrooms and areas to
ensure a fun but safe working environment is ready for the
students when they return.

HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND 
F R O M  T H E  S I H  T E A M


